[Conformation of dinucleoside phosphates: the conformation encoding hypothesis].
The temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate of nucleic bases protones and HI' of ApA, ApC, CpA and CpC (D2O, pH 7) were measured. The possible closed conformers of these dinucleoside phosphates (DNP) were computed by atom-atom potential method. On the basis of conformational calculation and experimental data the composition of closed state was determined. Besides the right-handed "canonic" conformers, the "non-canonic" right- and left-handed conformers were shown to be present in the solution of all DNP studied. It is important to note that, "canonic" conformers of DNP studied being equally probable, the possibility of the realization of "non-canonic" conformers is determined by the nucleotide sequence. It may be expected that different nucleotide sequences have unique "non-canonic" conformations. That type of dependence of the spatial organization of polynucleotides on its nucleotide sequence we call "the conformational encoding".